Enjoy Swimming in
Chlorine-Free and
Salt-Free Water!
The Aqua Excellence Pool Sanitizer is revolutionary,
and, the most maintenance free system that will
sanitize and de-chlorinate your pool for years.
Ask about the Aqua Excellence System Today!
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Just-Pure-Fun!

HOW DOES THE AQUA EXCELLENCE
POOL SANITIZER WORK?
As the water from the swimming area of the pool (#1) travels into and through the skimmer (#2),
where it interacts with a smaller low profile spa type floating chlorinator. The low chlorine mixture
should mimic a regular chlorinated pool of 1-2 ppm (parts-per-million) of chlorine. The chlorinator’s
flow slots can be adjusted to allow more or less water to flow across the chlorine. The dead bacteria
and algae located in the pool, which have been killed by the Aqua Excellence Pool Sanitizer, mingles
with the minute chlorine mixture causing it to catch in the sand or cartridge filter (#4). The water
then travels to the sanitizer and bypass. The water passing through the sanitizer is treated by the
all-natural media consisting of dissimilar metals which cause an electrolytic effect on the water that is
deadly to bacteria, viruses, algae, fungus, and mildew. The media reaction also breaks down chlorine
in the water. The water travels to the water heater (if applicable) then returns to the pool. This
recirculating process occurs continuously as the filtration system is running. A running period of
12-hours daily is recommended for the pool water to be processed 2-3 times.

WHAT DO I DO?

• Simply maintain ph level to 7.0-7.4. (As with any pool)

• Remove debris from water surface, pump, and skimmer baskets.

• Allow robot to scrub the pool walls and floor 1-2 times per week.

• Keep low settings on narrow spa type floating chlorinator, kept in skimmer area,
downstream from swimming area.
• Enjoy swimming in chlorine-free and salt-free water.
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For more information visit www.aqua-excellence.com

Maintain PH level of 7.0 - 7.4

DO NOT ALLOW TO FREEZE! READ OWNERS MANUAL! NOT INTENDED FOR POTABLE WATER! INTENDED FOR PRIVATE POOL USE ONLY! PATENT PROTECTED.

